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CHINAPLAS 2024 - CHINA. COMERIO ERCOLE team of specialists is proud to have 

participated in this year's edition of CHINAPLAS. The event has been a remarkable 

platform, showcasing a wide array of innovative, unique, and problem-solving 

technologies developed by industry leaders and technology pioneers. These breakthrough 

solutions are designed to meet the demands of various applications while focusing on high-

efficiency and intelligent manufacturing.  The advanced technologies presented at 

CHINAPLAS 2024 are also in line with the principles of the circular economy, reinforcing 

the importance of sustainability and responsible resource management. It's exciting to see 

how these technologies are contributing to a more sustainable and efficient future. We look 

forward to continuing our work with these pioneering solutions and can't wait to see the 

impact they will have on our industry. Alessio Ceriani and Guglielmo Comerio remain on 

site with our China team in order to support all international and local customers visiting 

our booth and they reported the great interest for latest Industry 5.0 innovations. 

TECHTEXTIL 2024 – GERMANY COMERIO’s 

team participated in the 20th edition of Techtextil, 

which took place from 23 to 26 April 2024. 

International exhibitors displayed the full range of 

technical textiles, nonwovens, functional apparel 

textiles, and textile technologies. Techtextil 2024 

brings all these areas together, creating a space 
where car manufacturers meet fashion designers, 

and medical engineers engage with industry 

specialists. It's events like this that inspire 

innovation and drive progress! COMERIO ERCOLE 

team composed by Roberto Marcora and Vittorio 

Anderlini is now ready to support you for innovation. 

 

What was never considered possible is now possible! 
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IN BREVE Mese di Aprile 

molto intenso per le attività in 

Cina CHINAPLAS 2024 e 

Germania TECHTEXTIL 

2024, due team di nostri 

specialisti presenti in loco per la 

presentazione delle più recenti 

innovazioni nel campo della 

calandratura, della mescolazione  
delle materie plastiche, della 

gomma e dei tessuti non tessuti.  

Grandissima affluenza ai nostri 

stand in questi giorni di 

esposizione. E siamo già subito 

pronti per una nuova maratona 

espositiva in USA con la 

partecipazione alla fiera NPE 

2024 di ORLANDO e dopo pochi 

giorni a AKRON in OHIO per 

ITEC 2024. Vi aspettiamo! 
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